
Our traffic safety and traffic management products guard people and property and look professional while on the job. Reliance Foundry’s bollards and bike racks complement the streetscapes they protect, encouraging the vitality of the community around them. Whether the architecture is modern or classical, we have styles to suit every space, and a range of installation options available. Large sites may wish to design custom fittings—regardless of the project, the Reliance Foundry team will work hard to ensure the project’s success.

A History of Excellence

For almost a century, Reliance Foundry has been innovating with metal. In the early years, we were a custom caster, engineering items for local customers. Today, we have specialized our lines to become experts in traffic safety and management, and industrial wheels.

With the rise of the digital era, the world has become smaller; advances in metal casting have made our production more efficient. Once, it was only possible to give custom care to our close neighbors. Now, Reliance Foundry can offer that same standard to every client, across the globe.
Parking & Traffic Management

Alongside our popular bollard lines, we offer a suite of traffic calming products to create security and ease. Easy-to-install rubber speed humps and bumps are useful for slowing traffic on a residential street or in a parking lot. Our line of wall and corner guards protects both vehicles and buildings against the dings and scratches of light contact.

Traffic on a site or street also includes cyclists, who have their own parking and safety needs. Our line of bike racks and bike bollards, as well as our standard bike lockers, give riders options for parking. Flexible bike lane delimiters help keep cyclists safe from traffic while allowing emergency vehicles through.

Bollards & Bollard Covers

Bollards are Reliance Foundry's signature product. We offer a wide variety to suit different aesthetics and applications, including a premiere selection of decorative architectural bollards in classic cast iron, cast steel, or contemporary stainless steel. For areas requiring variable vehicle access, we offer retractable bollards that collapse into a below-grade receptacle, fold-down bollard models, and removable styles.

Security bollards provide impact resistance against vehicles. These can be powder coated, painted, or covered with decorative covers. We also sell flexible bollards, made of rugged polyurethane that can bend to the ground upon impact, and then bounce back—without resulting in damage to themselves or the vehicle.

Industrial Castings & Wheels

Our history is built on custom metal castings—especially wheels. We offer industrial wheels, both double- and single-flanged steel wheels for specified applications. Our wheels have been working in warehouses and factory settings for decades, proven to be durable and efficient carrying their safe working loads.

For large orders, we can create custom metal castings, including customizing our cast wheels and bollards to meet your artistic design or mechanical specifications. Our designers and metallurgists combine experience with the newest technologies in design and casting to ensure our customers receive the highest-quality castings.